
Waterproof
Facial Cleaning Massager

Please read enclosed instructions
carefully before usage.

Tips: if the filaments have become deformed, you can

restore them to their original shape by rinsing the brush in

warm water.

3 Use damp cloth to wop clean any residues remained on

unit body.

4 Let air dry all the parts.

5 Store the unit and parts back to the storage box for next

usage.

Replace the brushes every 2 to 3 months for good cleaning

and exfoliation results. Replace the brush if the deformed

filaments can no longer be restored to their original shape.

Worn filaments will move impurities around rather than

remove them. They could also irritate your skin.

New applicators are available from the shop in which you

have purchased the unit.

Important: if the unit is to be disposed for long time,

make sure to take out the batteries.

Maintenance and replacements
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Waterproof facial cleaning massager is a waterproof unit

which is ideal for usage at bath room. It operates with 4

exchangeable attachments: big brush, small brush,

pumice and face sponge.

The unit is powered by 4pcs AA batteries. For a longer

running time, it is recommended to use alkaline batteries.

1 and the other

hand hold battery cap with thumb at the “open” mark

position.

2. Refer to following picture

Introduction

Preparing the unit for usage
Inserting the battery

Use one hand hold the unit downward

Pull off the cap.

Please make sure that your hands are dry when inserting

the battery.
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Note: please press a little big during pulling, cap is more

easily to be pulled off

Face sponge

3.

4.

Caution: do not use it on broken skin or areas of the skin

with rash, severe acne or other skin ailments.

1. Use, for example, a headband to keep your hair away

from your face.

2 Apply different applicators to the unit for different usage

and press button and begin treatment.

Face brush is made of very soft bristles, specially designed

for tender face skin. For exfoliation, to achieve the best

result, you should first clean your face.

Apply brush with your favorite cleanser.Gently move the

brush across your face while making circular movements.

Please touch the brush on your face flatly,not with an angel

as shown in right picture.

Big brush is supposed to be applied on hand and body.

Apply soap or cleaner on hand or body. Then, gently move

the brush on your skin surface in circles.

Insert 4pcs AA batteries.

Replace battery cap.
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Note: match battery's +/- symbols with the +/- marks on the

main unit.

Using the unit
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Small brush:

Big brush:

Face sponge:

Pumice

Do not use any alcohol, acetone, petrol, abrasive

cleaning agents etc, to clean the plastic parts.

Cosmetic soft sponge gently massages your skin to

activate skin activity to make skin elastic and greatly

helps nutrition absorption of your beauty creams used to

prevent and erase fine lines & black spots.

After deeply exfoliation and clean, dip sponge with your

favorite nutrition.

Gently move the sponge across your face while making

circular movements.

Please immerse your foot in warm water for a while. Then,

wipe dry.

Apply pumice on foot and move in circles.During rotation,

pumice efficiently removes hard cells at elbow or under

foot while brushes spin them away.

Clean the unit and all applicators each time after usage.

1 R inse app l i ca to rs w i th tap wa te r. Max wate r

temperature is 50 or 122 .

2)For brush, also need to rinse the inside part of the

brushes.

Cleaning and storing
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Main unitPumice
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